Why is America spending so much more on healthcare than our friends in Europe, Canada and Japan? In terms of percent of GDP, we spend 15.3%, France 11.1%, Germany 10.7%, Canada 9.8%, U.K 8.3% and Japan at 8.0%. Why do these other countries have better life expectancy and lower infant mortality?

T.R. Reid travels the world to see how other countries run their healthcare systems. Mr. Reid has a bad shoulder and he visits doctors in France, Canada, Japan, U.K., Germany and even India to see how they recommend treating him. In these visits he sees many doctors and gets first-hand experience at more government controlled medical care.

What is apparent is that in all these countries healthcare is good at much cheaper cost. That being said, Reid discovers that lower prices mean someone must be giving up something. Generally it is the provider of the healthcare. Doctors make a lot less money in all these countries. That in itself is not a bad thing as long as care is professional and timely. In France, physicians make about $60,000 to $65,000 a year working just as hard as American doctors. Of course, as Reid points out, European doctors pay almost nothing for medical school and have malpractice premiums that are miniscule.

The patient trade-offs are usually longer wait times for tests, less tests in general and longer waits for elective surgery. In Canada, waits are particularly long for specialist’s consultations and elective surgery. The issue for the United States is how to adopt the good of European medicine such as universal affordable coverage while not making access times longer or lose quality.

Putting more effort into prevention

Reid sees how Europe and Canada have a much more egalitarian approach to social services. They believe all citizens should have equal access to quality care. Since the government, through tax dollars essentially pays for all care, they have a much greater interest in keeping their citizens well. That means much more effort goes into prevention services than here in the United States where providers are compensated for treating the sick. Reid cites the English head of National Health saying from the moment a human embryo forms that person is a patient for life. Therefore, the goal is to maximize early detection and treatment.

It all sounds great; except that government control and a largely non-profit insurance and hospital sector means supply is also limited. Government sets a budget level for care and costs must fit in that pre-set number. If that means cutting provider fees or limiting services then so be it. Care is more restricted for terminally ill. Experimental treatments will not be covered.

The conclusion one draws through Reid’s well-documented travels is that every system works reasonably well. It would not be the end of civilization if America switched to true national health…….
$1,000? Would drug companies have an incentive to spend major R&D dollars if prices were capped?

**Dismantling a for-profit model**

The conclusion one draws through Reid’s well-documented travels is that every system works reasonably well. It would not be the end of civilization if America switched to true national health. It would take a lot of time to make such a switch given the employment problems from dismantling a for-profit model. Young college kids would have to re-align their reasons for going into healthcare from economic riches to social service rewards. Patients would need to learn more patience and accept delays in service. Some of those delays could be deadly because of delayed diagnosis.

Reid takes an interesting look at one market that recently made a radical switch from a large uninsured society to broad coverage. Taiwan was looking to make coverage a national right and decided to check out and pick a European system to copy. They chose the Swiss model. In Switzerland everyone is required to buy insurance with premiums deducted from your paycheck if you do not choose a plan on your own. Insurance companies must offer a base plan at no-profit, but can make a profit on services above the base plan. This keeps the system private but guarantees the same coverage for all.

The “Healing of America” is a swift and enjoyable read. Reid has a gift for telling the human side of the healthcare delivery story with just enough data thrown in to back up his conclusions. I know reading about Kate Plus 8 or Paris Hilton may be more popular, but Americans should devote a few hours to T.R. Reid lest they be subject to inaccurate and scary hyperbole from both the left and right.
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